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Abstract---We described the experiment that classified a sentence (answer) entered by user was constructed by
classifier with Bayesian theory used well by the text classification algorithm. It was confirmed to calculate the
performance of the text classifier constructed by Bayesian theory and to show analysis ratio of correct answer and
incorrect answer. Moreover, the text classifying method was built into Bayesian text classifier and the analysis ratio
was able to be improved for online descriptive test.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have been rapid growth in online examination. However, online examination conducted in the manner
of objective test but the problem arise where subjective (Descriptive) online test. There have been many machines
learning technique available for text classification. Naive Bayes, Maximum entropy classification and SVM are very
efficient technique for classification of text. We applied Bayesian theorem based on information between documents.
One document contains user answer and other document contains required information for correct answer (database). The
classifier classify information (answer for particular question) by two domain either correct or incorrect answer. For
classifying we calculate result analysis ratio. For Example, Determine whether answer submitted by user is correct or not.
In this paper, the system that classified document which contains answer either correct or incorrect was classified by
classifier with Bayesian theory used well by the text classification task as a text classification algorithm. Bayesian
approach is the statistical based text classification method which is strong algorithm for classification in which
probability is calculated. Particular sentence has particular probability of occurring text. The probability of a certain
cause when a certain event occurs can be calculated by the probability of all cause of event.
The goal of sentence classification is to classify sentence into predefined category. Example: to classify sentences
either correct or incorrect in terms of right answer for particular question. Bayesian algorithm is easy to implement for
probability based classifying a sentence and generate result analysis ratio of the given answer.
II. CLOSER LOOK AT THE PROBLEM
An Expert on using machine learning for text classification predicted relatively low performance for automatic
methods. The other side, it seems that distinguishing correct from incorrect answer is relatively easy for humans who are
expert for particular subjects. To test, we asked two students in computer application to give answer for particular
questions. (Independently).The figure1 shown the question asked to the students and correct answer for that questions.
Question

What is Machine learning?

Answer

Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, concerns the construction and study of
systems that can learn from data
Figure1: Question and answer from database

Human

Answer

User 1

It is a branch of artificial intelligence and level of algorithm.

User 2

Concerns the construction and study of systems that can learn from data.

User 3

Branch of construction and study of data those systems concerns.

User 4

Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, concerns the construction and study of
systems that can learn from data
Figure2: Answered given by different user.
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The problem is how we can identify that which answer is correct and which one is incorrect relative online
descriptive exam.
III. BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER
A Bayesian classifier assumes that the presence or absence of particular features is related to the presence or absence
of any feature given the variable. For Example, A fruit may be considered to be an apple if it is red, round and other
features. A Bayesian classifier considers each of these features to contribute independently to the probability that this
fruit is apple regardless presence or absence of other features. For some types of probability models, Bayes classifier can
be trained very efficiently in a machine learning technique. Bayes classifier has worked quite well in many complex real
world situations. An advantage of Bayesian method is that it only requires a small amount of training data to estimate the
parameters necessary for classification. Because independent variables are assumed, only the variances of the variable for
each class need to be determined and not the entire matrix.
In this paper we are going to focus on text classification using Bayesian Theory. We classify answers given by
multiple users for one question in terms of correct or incorrect answer. For the classification we have to focus on
following steps:
List different words from given answer

Assign correct sequence to words for given
answer

Determine the existence of word in the database
for given question according sequence

Use those words as an input for our classifier

Generate result analysis ratio for the given answer

Figure IV.
3: Answer
Classification Process
IMPLEMENTATION
Using Bayesian Theory we able to generate the probability of given answer and generate result analysis ratio to
identify correct or incorrect answer given by different users as per flag indication. When word (flag) is inputted the
existence probability that the answer is correct or incorrect is defined by following expression:
P(incorrect_words)/ nincorrect_words
P(A) =
(wc) .P(correct_words)/ ncorrect_words + P(incorrect_words)/nincorrect_words
In this Expression symbols are defined as follows:
 P(A) : Probability of answer is correct or incorrect with respect to flag generated.
 P(incorrect_words):Probability of incorrect words
 P(correct_words):Probability of correct words
 nincorrect_words :Number of incorrect words with compare to database
 ncorrect_words:Number of correct words with compare to database
 wc:Total number of words in answer given by user
Using formula we can identify the probability of given answer is correct or not. The Bayesian classifier is divided in
to two phases
1. Preprocessing(Divide given answer in to words)
2. Classifying (Identification of given answer and find the result analysis ratio)
1. Preprocessing
a. assemble given answer from database and from users
b. Divide given answer in to words (flags) and calculate total number of words presented in given
answer
c. Calculate the existence probability for each word (flag).
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2. Classifying
a. Divide given answer into word(flag)
b. Query Existence Probability (EP) of each word (flag).
c. If EP is greater than zero the sentence is incorrect.
d. If EP is equal to zero the given answer is correct.
Based on EP we can generate the result analysis ratio for given answer using Bayesian classifier.
To generate Result analysis ratio the following formula is defined:
Result_Analysis_Ratio= total_no_of_correct_words / total_no_of_words_in _database
Bayesian classifier is used to classify answer using following process:
Process 1.
- We have to split given answer into words and count total number of words presented in given answer from
database.
Question
What is Machine learning?
Answer
Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, concerns the construction and study of
systems that can learn from data
Words
Machine, learning, a, branch, of, artificial, intelligence, concerns, the, construction, and
study, of systems, that, can , learn, from, data
Total number of
19
Words
Process 2.
- Assemble different answer from multiple user and split into words and count total number of words present in
given answer.
Total number of
Total number of matching
Existence Probability Result Analysis ratio
USER
words in database
words
(EP)
(%)
User 1
11
05
0.023
26%
User 2

12

12

0.076

63%

User 3

10

09

0.074

47%

User 4

19

19

0.00

100%

From above test data we can classify that the answer of user is correct if the EP is equal to zero and Result analysis
ratio is 100 %.Here in our experiment User 1, User 2 and User 3 submitted wrong answers and User 4 submitted the
correct one.
V. CONCLUSION
Using Bayesian Theorem we can classify the sentences in many forms. We can apply Bayesian theorem for
assessing online subjective test and add conditional probability where there is more than one occurrence for word entered
by user. We can add synonyms and thesaurus in our database to get effective result. There are many machine learning
techniques available for text classification.
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